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1.	  Introduc,on	  
Forensic speaker comparison (FSC)

Expert’s role: aid the court in determining 
whether the suspect = offender
• auditory-acoustic approach: componential analysis of 
linguistic & phonetic parameters
• used by ~ 74% of experts in [4]

Likelihood ratio (LR) = “logically and legally 
correct” [8] for evaluating the strength of 
expert comparison evidence:

• gradient assessment of strength of the evidence
• relative support for prosecution & defence

Issue … how to combine LRs from different 
parameters into an overall LR (OLR)?
(a)   naïve Bayes [5] = simple multiplication of LRs if 
pieces of evidence are independent
• linguistic-phonetic parameters expected to display 
complex correlation structure
(b) logistic regression fusion [3] = ‘back-end’ 
processing developed for automatic systems
• handles correlations in LRs rather than raw input

Challenge … develop front-end methods  
considering correlations in the raw data

• • • • • •
In this paper, we consider different front-end 
approaches to dealing with correlations and 

assess their effects on LR output.
   

 

2. Data
Dynamic Variability in Speech  Database [7]
• 36 male speakers, 18-25 years
• Standard Southern British English (SSBE)
• spontaneous speech
• studio quality recordings
• collected for forensic phonetic purposes
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3. Methodology
36 speakers divided into two sets
• 18 development & 18 test speakers
• development & test speakers = reference data

At the parameter level:
Data for each speaker divided in half to create 
suspect and offender sets
• cross-validated LRs computed using multivariate 
kernel density (MVKD) formula [1,6]
• development scores used to convert test scores to 
calibrated log LRs (LLRs) [2]

Produced parallel sets of calibrated same- 
(SS; 18) and different-speaker (DS; 306) LLRs
• system validity assessed using log LR cost (Cllr) [2]

• • • • • •
Front-end Systems

System (1): naïve Bayes
• product of LRs for each parameter 
• assumption of independence between parameters
System (2): mean
• mean of LRs for each parameter 
System (3): phonetic theory
• predictions about correlations using phonetic theory
• best performing independent parameters: 
AR, f0 (mean & SD), LTFD (F2~F4)
System (4): empirical correlations in data
• empirical correlations calculated from the raw data 
(threshold for correlation: r > 0.2)
• best performing independent parameters:
f0 (mean), LTFD (F3~F4), UH (F1), UM (F2), initial /t/ 
(VOT & duration), /a ɔː/ (F2), /uː/: (F3)
 

5. Discussion/ Conclusion
Strongest LLRs and best validity produced 
using naïve Bayes combination of LRs
• but … theory and empirical testing of data show 
complex correlation structure for these parameters
• dominated by smaller number of parameters which 
produce very strong LLRs
• therefore … naïve Bayes inappropriate for these 
data as it overestimates the magnitude of LRs by 
duplicating evidence

Weakest LLRs and worst validity produced 
using a combination of the mean of the LRs
• not a method which accounts for correlation as 
such…
• rather it produces an overly conservative estimate 
of strength of evidence
• dominated by larger number of parameters which 
produce LRs much closer to threshold
• therefore … mean is inappropriate for these data 
as it underestimates the magnitude of LRs and 
produces considerably worse system validity

Similar magnitude LLRs and validity using 
theoretical and empirical assessments of 
correlations in the raw data
• different sets of independent input parameters
• but account for correlations in similar ways and to 
similar extents
• much more appropriate methods for combining 
linguistic-phonetic parameters than naïve Bayes or 
mean

• • • • • •
Consideration and pre-testing of correlation 
structure of the data essential in FSC
• especially for componential ling-phon analysis
• theoretical or empirical approaches preferable to 
naïve Bayes, mean or back-end processing
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Best validity = naïve Bayes (Cllr: 0.04)
Worst validity = mean (Cllr = 0.23)
Similar, good performance from theory (Cllr = 
0.085) and empirical (Cllr = 0.089) systems
All four front-end systems outperformed the 
best individual parameter
• indicates value of componential approach in FSC
	  

4. Results

Strongest LLRs produced using naïve Bayes 
• doesn’t account for correlations in the data
• essentially doubling of evidence

Weakest LLRs produced using the mean
• overly conservative strength of evidence

Theory and empirical systems = very similar
• appear to account for correlations in similar ways

Figure 1: Tippett plot of calibrated OLRs (SS = bold; DS = dashed) from the four 
systems using different front-end techniques to account for correlations between 

parameters

Figure 2: Cllr for the four systems using front-end techniques to account for 
correlations

SUSPECT
known speaker

e.g. police 
interview 

vs. 

OFFENDER
unknown speaker
e.g. covert drug deal/ 
threatening phone call

LR =
p(E |Hp )
p(E |Hd )

Parameter Input Feature

articulation rate (AR) mean
standard deviation (SD)

fundamental
 frequency (f0)

mean
standard deviation (SD)

long term formant 
distributions (LTFDs) F1~F4

hesitation markers
UH (‘err’) and UM (‘erm)

F1~F3 
(midpoints)

/aɪ/ F1~F3 
(20% & 80% points)

word-initial /t k/ VOT
burst duration

/a uː ɔː/ F1~F3
 (midpoints)
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